M Dining To-Go Policy  2017 - 2018

• M Dining’s To-Go Program is available at all six residential restaurants (Centennial, Middlebrook, Sanford, Comstock, Bailey and 17th Avenue Hall).

• When using the To-Go option, participants will receive a paper receipt. Participants will be required to return the receipt to the greeter before leaving the residential restaurant. If the slip is not returned, an additional meal swipe may be charged to the participant.

• Participants may redeem one To-Go meal during any one visit. Anytime Dining meal plan holders are allowed to utilize the To-Go Program one time per meal period. To-Go meals will be deducted from the meal plan or paid for by FlexDine or cash at individual door rates ($8.75 for breakfast, $9.95 for lunch/brunch, $10.95 for dinner/late night).

• A cup and lid will be available for participants for To-Go beverages.

• All foods removed from the residential restaurant must be placed within the reusable container with the lid fully closed. The beverage container is intended for beverages only.

• For your safety, please consume your To-Go meal immediately. The meal is intended to be consumed outside the residential restaurant. Participants who remain inside the restaurant may be asked to leave and be charged for an additional meal.

• Abuse of M Dining’s To-Go Meal program may result in discontinuance.

• Participants are asked to rinse out their container before returning it to any of the seven residential restaurants. M Dining will clean and properly sanitize all containers before reuse. Returned containers can be exchanged for a clean To-Go container or a carabiner (redeemable for a container at a later time).